
Quotes, by PVV leader Geert Wilders and other PVV 
spokespeople, that incite hatred and discrimination or insult 
communities  (2004 -2009)

1) "Why are we afraid to say that muslims should adapt because our norms and values are of a 
higher, better, nicer and more humane level of civilisation? Not integration, assimilation! And if the 
headscarves will protest on the Malieveld, let them come. I'll have them for breakfast."
Geert Wilders, HP/De Tijd, 6 February 2004

2) "If it ever may come to racial riots, which I really don't want, then this doesn't necessarily have to 
have a negative result."
Geert Wilders, HP/De Tijd, 6 February 2004

3) "We have to stop the immigration of Muslims."
Geert Wilders De Limburger, 4 September 2004
 
4) "I want to tear down mosks…" (..) "I'll be the first to go with cement and bricks to close down 
those mosks”.
Geert Wilders De Limburger, 4 September 2004

5) "The Group Wilders [predecessor of PVV] suggests to change the Law on Dutch Citizenship 
such that naturalised people will lose their Dutch nationality and will be expelled if they don't learn 
the Dutch language, become criminal or will be convicted for acts that violate the public order." 
[in the Dutch version of this text, the word “convicted” contains a spelling mistake] 
First reaction Group Wilders on the State Budget Proposal for 2005, on www.geertwilders.nl, 
21 September 2004

6) “Criminal non-Wetsern immigrants should lose their residence permit after have finished their 
jail sentence, and should be expelled.”
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 9 October 2004

7) "The Netherlands are more than full with regard to non-Western immigrants, especially from 
islamic origin."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 9 October 2004

8) "Article 23 of our constitution will remain, but the founding of islamic schools is not allowed. 
Inequal cases don't need to become equal."
Declaration of Independence 'Group Wilders', 13 March 2005

9) “As long as you are not Dutch, you cannot claim any form of social security."
Declaration of Independence 'Group Wilders', 13 March 2005

10) "We are suffering in this country from a equality syndrome. Inequal cases don't need to be 
treated in an equal way. The islam is an inequal case (..) Therefore we treat islam differently. I don't 
want to give in to a culture that is fundamentally different from us. So no islamic education. That is 
the principle."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 13 March 2005

11) "The immigration from non-Western countries should be completely forbidden in the coming 



years."
Geert Wilders, NRC Handelsblad, Op-ed, 22 July 2005

12) "Our contact with islam and muslims in our country should therefore become less informal. (..) 
The analysis is clear, we have a big problem with the islam, in The Netherlands too. (..) 
Immigration from islamic countries should be forbidden. We must learn to be intolerant with the 
intolerant, in the street, in the mosk and in court. We must answer hatred and violence from 
terrorists with exclusion and intolerance and show who's the boss in The Netherlands."
Geert Wilders, NRC Handelsblad, Op-ed, 22 July 2005

13) Interviewer: “Do you for instance think that the fact that cities such as Amsterdam, Rotterdam 
and The Hague -soon if not now already- will be in majority non-white, is unacceptable for The 
Netherlands?” Wilders: “Of course this is unacceptable."
Geert Wilders, BBC Hardtalk interview, 22 March 2006

14) "Not just respect for the law but also respect for values [is fundamental for the Dutch society], 
with possibly one exception. I believe that people whose only goal is to destroy everything we stand 
for, for example by replacing our legal system with sharia and islamic law and replace our 
democracy with something else, people who also want to use violence to reach their islamo-fascist 
goals, those people don't deserve equal constitutional rights, I think."
Geert Wilders, BBC Hardtalk interview, 22 March 2006

15) "As long as it is not clear that the Dutch muslim community wholeheartedly accepts the rules 
and order of the Dutch legal state, the fundament of trust is lacking that is needed to grant [them] 
the constitutional rights and freedoms in the same way they are granted to other groups in The 
Netherlands that shaped and carry these rules and order."
Klare Wijn (party programme PVV), 31 March 2006

16) "[I want] More severe sanctions against violence in general and in particular against violence 
that is being conducted by Moroccan youth, which could include expulsion and denaturalisation for 
recidivists."
Geert Wilders, NRC Handelsblad, Op-ed, 20 June 2006 

17) "I am in favour of closing the borders for family reunion of non-Western, islamic immigrants. 
Ninety nine percent of those people doesn't add anything. They only bring us misery."
Geert Wilders, Business Magazine 'Zoete', June/July 2006

18) "We have a gigantic problem with muslims, it goes beyond all bounds on all sides."
Geert Wilders, Interview in De Volkskrant, 7 October 2006

19) "Every non-Western immigrant should sign an assimilation contract. This should exactly state 
what you can and cannot do. If you don't abide by this, you have to leave the country."
Geert Wilders Interview in De Volkskrant, 7 October 2006

20) "One in five Moroccan youth is registered with the police as a suspect. Their behaviour stems 
from their religion and culture. (..) The pope was completely right the other day: the islam is a 
violent religion. (..) It is present inside the community itself."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant 7 October 2006

21) "I am not denying anyone the right to family life. Including non-Western immigrants. They can 
marry, they can live together. Just not in The Netherlands."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 7 October 2006



22) "The demografic composition of the population is the biggest problem of The Netherlands. I am 
talking about what comes to The Netherlands and what is reproducing itself here. If you look at the 
numbers and their trend… Muslims will move from the big cities to the countryside."
Geert Wilders Interview in De Volkskrant, 7 October 2006

23) "We must stop the tsunami of islamification." And: "Of that tsunami of a culture that is 
fundamentally strange to us and that becomes increasingly dominant here. It should be halted."
Geert Wilders Interview in De Volkskrant, 7 October 2006

24) Interviewer: “What will be the first thing you will change if you would be leading The 
Netherlands tomorrow?” 
Wilders: "The borders will be closed the very same day for all non-Western immigrants."
Geert Wilders, interview in De Volkskrant, 7 October 2006

25)  "In any case, the muslims will [in 2020] abide by our norms and values. (..) Everyone adapts to 
our dominant culture. Anyone who doesn't, will not be here in twnety years time. He or she will be 
expelled."
Geert Wilders, interview in De Volkskrant, 7 October 2006

26) "Dutch culture is a thousand times better than islam."
Geert Wilders, Spits, 9 November 2006

27) "New article 1 of the constitution: Christian/jewish/humanist culture must remain dominant in 
The Netherlands."
Election flyer PVV for the Parliament Elections of 22 November 2006

28) "If the current bad policies continue, the islam will conquer and dominate the West. But that 
will not happen as long as I have any say in the matter!"
Geert Wilders on GeenStijl website, 23 January 2007

29) "The first islamic invasion was, after the conquest of Spain, Portugal and the south of France, 
stopped at Poitiers in the year 732. The second invasion attempt by Ottoman Turks was defeated at 
the gates of Vienna, where they thankfully were slaughtered in 1683." "… the number of muslims 
in every European country is getting more than worrisome." "The PVV will resist with all its might 
against this third islamic invasion attempt."
Geert Wilders on GeenStijl website, 6 February 2007

30) "There's enough that we want. Close the borders, no muslims into The Netherlands anymore, 
many muslims to leave The Netherlands, denaturalisation of islamic criminals…"
Geert Wilders, interview in De Pers, 13 February 2007

31) "If muslims want to stay here, they have to tear out half of the Quran and throw it away."
Geert Wilders, interview in De Pers, 13 February 2007

32) As long as the suggested PvdA State Secretaries Ahmed Aboutaleb [Dutch-Moroccan] and 
Nebahat Albayrak [Dutch-Turkish] have a double nationality, they should not be allowed in the new 
government administration. That's what Geert Wilders thinks. "A Minister or State Secretary can 
not serve two masters at the same time." Wilders thinks it is principally wrong that members of 
government have double nationality, he says to Elsevier.nl.
Geert Wilders, website Elsevier 15 February 2007



33) "But I don't want any more muslims in The Netherlands, I would rather like to see less of them. 
So I want to close the borders for migrants from muslim countries. Moreover I want to encourage 
muslims to leave The Netherlands voluntarily. The demografic trend should be such that the 
chances are small that again two of them will be part of the Cabinet. There is too much islam in The 
Netherlands right now."
Geert Wilders, NRC Handelsblad, 24 February 2007

34) "Ministers and State Secretaries can not have two nationalities".
Geert Wilders, NOVA, 28 February 2007

35) "I wouldn't like to see a growing number of people, in the future possibly a majority, of the 
population or of the cabinet to consist of muslims".
Geert Wilders, NOVA, 28 February 2007

36) "They [politicians] are not interested in the interests of the Dutch citizen and are working along 
on the transformation of The Netherlands into Netherabia as a province of the islamic superstate 
Eurabia."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 8 August 2007

37) "They [politicians] are not interested in the interests of the Dutch citizen and are working along 
on the transformation of The Netherlands into Netherabia as a province of the islamic superstate 
Eurabia."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 8 August 2007

38) "The heart of the problem is the fascist islam, the sick ideology of Allah and Mohammed as it is 
laid out in the islamic “Mein Kampf”: the Quran."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 8 August 2007

39) "I've had enough of the Quran in The Netherlands: ban that fascist book."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 8 August 2007

40) "And the Quran is the “Mein Kampf” of a religion that aims to eliminate others..."
Geert Wilders, De Volkskrant, 8 August 2007

41) "I do not incite hatred, the Quran does. It is a fascist book. This is not a book we should have 
here."
Geert Wilders, AD, 17 August 2007

42) "The islam is a 'fundamentally different culture' that should not dominate anywhere", he 
[Wilders] thinks. (..) "Enough is enough. We should not sell out to the islamic culture and the 
misery that comes with it".
Geert Wilders, Website PVV and AD, 17 August 2007

43) "It [is] absolutely undesirable that Amsterdam has no less than 177 nationalities".
Geert Wilders, AT5, 22 August 2007 

44) "The Parliament's Second Chamber requests the government to install a halt to immigration for 
migrants from muslim countries, to frobid the construction of any new mosks, to close all islamic 
schools, to ban the burqa and to expel criminal muslims – after denaturalisation if necessary."
PVV Motion for Parliament Second Chamber, 30 800 VI Vaststelling van de begrotingsstaten Nr. 
127, 6 September 2007



45) "Install an immediate and total halt to immigration for people from Muslim countries". "close 
all islamic schools, those schools where apartheid rules".
PVV statements for the "General Political Considerations" (Algemene Politieke Beschouwingen) at  
the presentation of the government budget for the year 2008, 19 September 2007

46) "One more mistake and I suggest we offer all those islands [the six Dutch Antilles] on 
Ebay.com. The highest bidder can have them."
Geert Wilders on the Dutch Antilles, AD 22 October 2007

47) " 'Indigenous' Dutchmen reproduce at a lower rate than non-Western immigrants. Now the non-
Western immigrants, mainly muslims, are primarily based in the big cities. In twenty years time 
they will be everywhere, from Apeldoorn to Emmen and from Weert to Middelburg. We are selling 
our country to the devil named Mohammed, and no one is doing anything about it."
Geert Wilders, interview in De Pers, 27 November 2007

48) "I want a new constitutional Article 1, which describes the leading culture (“Leitkultur”) of the 
West. I think in The Netherlands Jewish and christian schools are fine, but no islamic schools."
Geert Wilders, HP/De Tijd, 12 December 2007

49) “Expel the Muslims who cause problems, including their whole family."
Geert Wilders, HP/De Tijd, 12 December 2007

50) "…our culture [is] a better one than that of many immigrants."
Geert Wilders, HP/De Tijd, 12 December 2007

51) “Migrants exist, and their hypothetical absence within the Dutch reality may be my Utopia, but 
is not realistic."
Geert Wilders in interview with DPA (German), 3 January 2008

52) "Many fundamental problems in The Netherlands are ultimately directly connected to migrants, 
such as infrastructure, traffic jams, housing problems and the welfare state."
Geert Wilders in interview with DPA (German), 3 January 2008

53) “Let's put that corrupt scoundrels nest [the Antilles] up for sale as soon as possible. The highest 
bidder can have them, as far as I'm concerned."
Geert Wilders, Algemeen Dagblad, 9 January 2008

54) "People are fed up with the criminality and the taxes they have to pay, which are the result of 
the islamisation of The Netherlands."
Geert Wilders, Fox News channel (00.45 min.), 25 January 2008

55) "I don't believe that cultures are equal. Our culture is much better than the retarded islamic 
culture."
Geert Wilders, Fox News channel, 25 January 2008

56) "I find the ideology of the islam abject, fascist and wrong." 
Geert Wilders, Het Nieuwsblad (Flemish), 9 February 2008

57) "I do think there should be less Muslims in The Netherlands."
Geert Wilders, Het Nieuwsblad (Flemish), 9 February 2008

58) “The prophet Mohammed is a scary devil whom we should not worship in The Netherlands. 



Not out of hatred, but out of pride and self-preservation of our Dutch identity and our Western 
values, I defend a halt to immigration from islamic countries."
Geert Wilders, Het Nieuwsblad (Flemish), 9 February 2008

59) "Non-Western immigrants with a double nationality, who commit a crime, such as those many 
Moroccan street terrorists who are a hazard to the safety of large parts of The Netherlands, they 
have to hand in their Dutch passport and will leave the country."
Geert Wilders, TV election broadcast PVV, 10 February 2008

60) "Do you agree with me that, when children of non-Western immigrant parents are continuously 
causing problems and have a history with police and Justice, the whole family has to be 
denaturalised and expelled?"
PVV MP Fleur Agema, Vrij Nederland, 8 March 2008

61) "…in the area of health care muslims must be taught the norms and values of our dominant 
jewish-christian culture."
PVV MP Fleur Agema, Vrij Nederland, 8 March 2008

62) "Why does he [Dutch PM Balkenende] push us into submission? Where did it go wrong with 
the christian norms and values of our Prime Minister? When did he realise that it is better to 
capitulate to the all-dominant and all-destroying ideology of the Islam?"
Remark Fleur Agema [PVV MP] on the PVV website, March 2008

63) "Muslims want you to give space to the islam, but the islam doesn't give you any space. The 
government says you should respect the islam, but the islam has no respect for you. The islam 
wants to dominate and aims for the destruction of our Western civilisation. In 1945 nazism was 
defeated in Europe. In 1989 communism was defeated in Europe. Now the islamic ideology has to 
be defeated. Stop the islamisation. Defend our freedom."
Film Fitna by Geert Wilders and others, 27 March 2008

64) "You can only answer intolerance with intolerance, there is no other way, my friends. That 
might not be pleasant, not politically correct. But if you don't to be eaten yourself, you will have to 
eat the other."
Geert Wilders, NRC, 24 May 2008

65) "The islam is infiltrating The Netherlands, no: all of the West." "Not just Israel is fighting and 
existential battle, Europe too."
Geert Wilders, NRC, 24 May 2008

66) Wilders: "Palestinians who at this moment live in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, could very 
well move to the other side of the Jordan river – to Jordan or other regions. There is enough room 
and space and many Palestinians already live there, too." 
Interviewer: “You are also in favour of ethnic cleansing?” 
Wilders: "That is not ethnic cleansing. Israel can rightfully claim that territory.”
Geert Wilders in De Standaard (Flemish), 28 June 2008

67) "No actions are taken to stop mass immigration, promote remigration and rebuke the high 
frequency of inactivity among non-Western immigrants. Jan and Annie [old-fashioned Dutch 
names] are paying for Achmed and Fatima. The Netherlands have to choose: immigration country 
or welfare state."
Reaction PVV on the commission Bakker report on social security after 65, 2 July 2008



68) "For the PVV it is clear who has to get out off their lazy chair and who can sit in it after a life of 
hard work. For the PVV it is clear that The Netherlands should not be an immigration country; only 
then the welfare state can be maintained for those who are entitled to it after a life of hard work."
Reaction PVV on the commission Bakker report on social security after 65, 2 July 2008

69) "If more people need to remain working for more years, the PVV thinks that the Turks and 
Moroccans should be the first ones: In the age of 55-64 less than 10% of them currently works. It is 
unacceptable to have working Dutchmen pay the bill for this, by making them work on until their 
67th birthday, which even restricts the financial build-up of their pension."
Reaction PVV on the commission Bakker report on social security after 65, 2 July 2008

70) "Taqqiya is a well-known term in the islamic world. It means that muslims who do not live in a 
muslim country (yet) often don't say everything they really think." "But at the moment that the 
islamic culture gets stronger there will also be muslims, who are now being seen as moderate, who 
follow along in the compulsive strictness of the Koran and its ideology. The term comes from the 
muslim world itself and should therefore not be underestimated.” "Therefore it is too easy to say 
that there are enough muslims who participate in our society. It does not say anything about how 
they are going to behave once there are more muslims represented in The Netherlands."
Geert Wilders in interview Nu.nl 11 September 2008

71) "The more dominant the islamic culture in The Netherlands will be, the more distant we will 
become from anything that has to do with freedom, tolerance and equality. Because the islam -in 
contrast with other religions- will not accept anything alese but the islam." "The society will change 
for the worse. It is no 'clash of civilisations', but a collision between culture and barbarism and 
retardedness."
Geert Wilders in interview Nu.nl, 11 September 2008

72) "The elite calls these Moroccans, who cause many problems, very romantically: “New 
Dutchmen”. I would rather call them “colonists”. Muslim colonists. Because they have not come to 
integrate, but to take over things, to submit us."
Geert Wilders during "General Political Considerations" ("Algemeen Politieke Beschouwingen") at 
the presentation of the government budget for the year 2009, 17 September 2008 (on pvv.nl)

73) "I sometimes think: in the airplane they are already being taught: you vote for Wouter Bos 
[Dutch Labour Party leader], he give you social benefit. But who is paying the bill? Who pays the 
hunderd billion? That's the people who have build The Netherlands, the people who work hard, the 
people who put aside money and who pay their taxes on time. The ordinary Dutchman who doesn 
get anything for free. Henk and Ingrid [typical Dutch names] are paying for Mohammed and 
Fatima."
Geert Wilders during "General Political Considerations" ("Algemeen Politieke Beschouwingen") at 
the presentation of the government budget for the year 2009, 18 September 2008 (on pvv.nl)

74) "The justified anger of so many people who complain about high taxes, about bad health care 
for our seniors, and the Moroccan intifada that is devastating our country."
Geert Wilders during "General Political Considerations" ("Algemeen Politieke Beschouwingen") at 
the presentation of the government budget for the year 2009, 18 September 2008 (on pvv.nl)

75) "The political elite in Europe is acting like Chamberlain, appeasing people who in reality do not 
want to be appeased, who do not want to assimilate, who want to kill everything we stand for."
Geert Wilders interviewed by Glenn Beck (CNN), 25 September 2008 (on pvv.nl)

76) "We have Moroccan youth really behaving like barbarians: killing people, attacking people, 



doing the most horrible things."
Geert Wilders interviewed by Glenn Beck (CNN 04:17-04:35), 25 September 2008 (on pvv.nl)

77) "Article 23 of the Dutch constitution, which states that any group in The Netherlands can found 
their own schools, should not apply to muslims." "I am in strong favour of freedom of education, 
but not for islamic schools."
Martin Bosma (MP for PVV) in De Morgen (Flemish), 2 October 2008

78) “But”, says PVV MP Sietse Fritsma to explain that it's not all that bad: he thinks that ”at the 
most one or maximally two airplanes filled with Moroccans will have to be sent back. By then the 
rest will have learned their lesson", says Fritsma pedagogically. 
Article on PVV MP Sietse Fritsma, NRC, 3 October 2008

79) "Mr. Aboutaleb should better be mayor of Rabat (Morocco) instead of Rotterdam. With him as 
first citizen Rotterdam is Rabat on the Maas river", argues Geert Wilders. "A Moroccan as mayor of 
the second city in The Netherlands is just as crazy as a Dutchman as mayor of Mecca. The Cabinet 
should not be allowed to appoint mr. Aboutaleb, who after all is a Moroccan too, as mayor of 
Rotterdam. If this continues, we'll get an imam for our arch bishop. This is insanity", says the PVV 
leader.
Press release PVV, 17 October 2008

80) "The reason is a proposal by the PVV to expel Moroccan problematic youth together with their 
parents if they commit a crime. Other parties believe this is discrimination because no such 
arrangement is being proposed for 'indigenous' Dutchmen."
RTLnieuws.nl on PVV MP Sietse Fritsma, 3 December 2008

81) "The Jihad against Israel is the Jihad against the West." (..) "we are here today to voice our 
concern of the growing islamisation of the West. We do it in this city, the city of David, the city 
that, together with Rome and Athens, symbolises our ancient heritage." (..) "We all carry Jerusalem 
in our blood, in our genes."
Speech by Geert Wilders in Jerusalem on PVV website, 14 December 2008

82) "I've come here to warn about another danger, the islam. The islam is masquerading as a 
religion but really has a different goal; world domination, a holy war, the sharia and the end of 
separation of church and state. It is not a religion, it is a political ideology. It demands your respect 
but does not respect you."
Geert Wilders' planned speech in London, PVV website, 12 February 2009

83) "I propose the withdrawal of all hate speech legislation in Europe."
Speech by Geert Wilders in New York on PVV.nl website, 25 February 2009

84) "Maximally half of each street should consist of (non-Western) immigrants." (..) "No more 
migrants from muslim countries, expel criminal Antillians and Moroccans and severely punish 
people who ignore the law. I am going further than Leefbaar [a Dutch political party which briefly 
had Pim Fortuyn as a leader].''
Geert Wilders interview in AD, 7 March 2009

85) "He [Wilders] declares that, if it is up to the PVV, in the future no street or neighborhood would 
have a majority of non-Western immigrants."
Press release PVV, 7 March 2009 

86) "In emergency cases the police should shoot with real bullets at young rioters."



PVV MP Fleur Agema in Parliament debate on Moroccan youth in Gouda. Spitsnieuws, 15 April  
2009

87) "Do you share the opinion dat it is very undesirable that possibly already in 2012 a majority of 
non-Western immigrants will exist in Rotterdam, considering the big problems that are connected to 
this group in relation to criminality, welfare dependence and integration? If not, why not?" (..) 
"What measures do you want to take to prevent that 'indigenous' Dutch people soon will be a 
minority in Rotterdam?"
Parliamentary questions by the PVV, published on the PVV website, 5 May 2009

88) "Do you agree that these inhabitants are right, looking at problems such as public disorder and 
criminality that a centre for asylum seekers will bring?"
Parliamentarian questions from PVV MPs Sietse Fritsma en Geert Wilders on the PVV,nl website,  
14 May 2009

89) "Do you realise that by installing polling places in mosks, people are more or less forced to 
enter these buildings in order to vote, even when they don't want to have anything to do with the 
barbaric islamic ideology" (..) "Do you also agree that this is a completely different situation from a 
polling place in a church, because a church is not a symbol of an evil totalitarian ideology, but of a 
religion that has been a part of our Western culture for many hundreds of years and stands at the 
origin of our culture?"
Parliamentarian questions PVV MPs Sietse Fritsma and Hero Brinkman, PVV website, 28 May 
2009

90) "But if you as much as think about introducing the sharia, beating up gays, if you cross the line 
as much as one millimeter, we will bust you and throw you out of the country!"
Geert Wilders at PVV party meeting, Binnenlands Bestuur, 29 May 2009

91) "Islamic countries are not allowed to enter the European Union. If Turkey becomes a member 
state, it will immediately be the largest country with most inhabitants. You cannot stop them 
anymore once the country is a member state."
Interview with PVV European elections main candidate Barry Madlener on NU.nl, 2 June 2009 
[By the way, in 2009 Germany had 82.3 million inhabitants, and Turkey 76.8 million – see Wikipedia]

92) "We see that the islam forms a great threat to the freedom of others. If you look at how the 
islam wants to dominate here and is giving others a very hard time. They are not coming to adapt, 
but to dominate."
Interview with PVV European elections main candidate Barry Madlener on NU.nl, 2 June 2009

93) "If you commit a crime, if you start thinking about jihad and sharia, then there is only one 
solution: we will send you away the very same day, then you can pack your bags and we will take 
away your [Dutch] nationality". In reply to the interviewer's question how many Muslims of the 
European Muslims represent the problems sketched by Wilders, he says: "Millions. Tens of 
millions."
Geert Wilders in an interview on DR-2 (Danish television), 13 June 2009

94) "But if you indeed start committing crimes, become violent or want to install sharia or play 
jihad or anything like that, we believe that there is no room for you in The Netherlands."
Geert Wilders in ABC Sydney interview on the PVV website, 25 June 2009

95) "I will tear down Islamic schools, because I believe they are dangerous, fascist institutions 
where young children are being grown up in an ideology of hate, intolerance and violence."



Interview with Geert Wilders on Swedish media, 13 July 2009

96) "The Party for Freedom has asked almost all Dutch ministries to calculate exactly how much 
money they spend on non-Westersn immigrants. The PVV MP [Sietse Fritsma] wants the tax 
service to tell him how much less taxes non-Western immigrants pay, compared to indigenous 
Dutchmen. Fritsma wants the Ministry of Transport to tell hem "what part of the costs for Transport 
works can be related to non-Western immigrants."
Article in Trouw on PVV MP Sietse Fritsma, 23 July 2009

97) "Are you familiar with the fact that the top 7 of names given to babies in Brussels is: 
Mohammed, Adam, Rayan, Ayoub, Mehdi, Amine and Hamza? Can you specify what the top 7 is 
of names given to babies in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Den Haag, Utrecht and all of The 
Netherlands?"
Press release PVV on Parliamentarian questions from PVV MPs Geert Wilders and Sietse Fritsma,
10 August 2009

98) "Are you aware of the fact that the enormous growth of the islamisation and the muslim 
population in Europe will have enormous consequences for our education, housing, social security 
and welfare state, labour market and foreign policy?"
Press release PVV on Parliamentarian questions from PVV MPs Geert Wilders and Sietse Fritsma,
10 August 2009

99) "This country has excise taxes on gasoline and diesel, parking permits and a dog tax, had an air 
traffic tax and has a packaging tax, so why not a headscarf tax? A “head rag tax”. (..) This way we 
are finally going to earn back on what has already cost us so much. My line is: the polluter pays."
Contribution of Geert Wilders to the Parliament debate on the 2010 state budget, PVV.nl website,
16 September 2009

100) "Therefore: time to thoroughly clean up our streets. If our 'new Dutchmen' are so keen on 
showing their love for a seventh-century desert ideology, go ahead and do it in some islamic 
country, but not here, not in our country."
Contribution of Geert Wilders to the Parliament debate on the 2010 state budget, PVV.nl website,
16 September 2009


